NEW PRODUCT GUIDE
Four different electronic drum kit models are advertised:

1. **Strike Pro Kit**
   - Eleven-Piece Professional Electronic Drum Kit
   - Dynamic, comfortable pads for great feel and natural response
   - Forge Drum Module with 70 kits and over 600 sounds
   - Load .WAV samples and play-along tracks via USB memory stick

2. **Command Kit**
   - Eight-Piece Electronic Drum Kit with Mesh Snare and Kick
   - Dynamic, comfortable pads for great feel and natural response
   - Command Drum Module with 70 kits and over 600 sounds
   - Load .WAV samples and play-along tracks via USB memory stick

3. **Forge Kit**
   - Eight-Piece Electronic Drum Kit with Forge Module
   - Dynamic, comfortable pads for great feel and natural response
   - Forge Drum Module with 70 kits and over 600 sounds
   - Load .WAV samples and play-along tracks via USB memory stick

4. **Nitro Kit**
   - Eight-Piece Electronic Drum Kit with Nitro Module
   - 41 ready-to-play kits – 396 drum and percussion sounds
   - Dynamic and comfortable pads for great feel, natural response
   - Kick pad tower with bass drum pedal included

For media images and press releases, email pressrelations@alesis.com.
VX49
Modern features for the modern musician

Portable 25-Key USB-MIDI Controller

- Compact, USB-powered design lets you create anywhere
- 25 velocity-sensitive, synth-action mini keys
- 4 backlit velocity- and pressure-sensitive drum pads
- Dedicated octave, pitch bend, modulation, and sustain buttons
- Includes AX euphoric virtual instrument software by AIR Music Technology

49-Key USB/MIDI Controller with Full-Color Screen

- Screen provides 1:1, real-time feedback of plugin parameters
- Fully integrated with Virtual Instrument Player software
- Custom 49-key semi-weighted keyboard with aftertouch
- 8 RGB backlit velocity- and pressure-sensitive drum pads
- Includes Ableton Live Lite; premium virtual instrument bundle

For media images and press releases email: pressrelations@alesis.com

Ableton is a trademark of Ableton AG.
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TRANACTIVE VU
Portable Powered Bluetooth® Speaker System

- Portable 50W PA with LED lights that pulse to your music
- Stream sound wirelessly from any Bluetooth-enabled device
- Includes microphone with on/off switch

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Alesis is under license.

Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Portable Powered Bluetooth® Speaker System

- 5" silver Kevlar low-frequency driver; 1" silk dome tweeter
- 100W bi-amplified design (50 HF + 50 LF) with active crossover
- Balanced XLR+¼" combo input for versatile connection options

Premium Active Studio Monitor

- 4" low-frequency drivers; 1" silk dome tweeter
- 20W per channel with Class A/B architecture
- Stereo ¼" balanced inputs; stereo RCA unbalanced inputs

Powered Desktop Studio Speakers

- 4 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 10 preset kits with 25 most commonly requested drum sounds
- Add any sample or loop to your drum setup via SD card
- USB/MIDI connection for use with recording software

Seven-Pad Portable Tabletop Drum Kit

- 7 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 45 preset drum kits, or add 5 user drum kits
- 265 percussion voices and 100 play-along songs

Four-Pad Percussion and Sample-Triggering Pad

- Allows endless percussion and sample-triggering possibilities
- 10 preset kits with 25 most commonly requested drum sounds
- Add any sample or loop to your drum setup via SD card
- USB/MIDI connection for use with recording software

Premium Active Studio Monitor

- 4 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 70 percussion voices and 10 effect voices built in
- "Be in the band" with 50 play-along songs

Seven-Pad Portable Tabletop Drum Kit

- 7 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 45 preset drum kits, or add 5 user drum kits
- 265 percussion voices and 100 play-along songs

Four-Pad Percussion and Sample-Triggering Pad

- Allows endless percussion and sample-triggering possibilities
- 10 preset kits with 25 most commonly requested drum sounds
- Add any sample or loop to your drum setup via SD card
- USB/MIDI connection for use with recording software

Four-Pad Percussion and Sample-Triggering Pad

- 4 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 70 percussion voices and 10 effect voices built in
- "Be in the band" with 50 play-along songs

Powered Desktop Studio Speakers

- 4 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 45 preset drum kits, or add 5 user drum kits
- 265 percussion voices and 100 play-along songs

Six-Pad Percussion and Sample-Triggering Pad

- 6 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 10 preset kits with 25 most commonly requested drum sounds
- Add any sample or loop to your drum setup via SD card
- USB/MIDI connection for use with recording software

Powered Desktop Studio Speakers

- 4 velocity-sensitive pads provide realistic sound
- 45 preset drum kits, or add 5 user drum kits
- 265 percussion voices and 100 play-along songs
PRO CREATE
CONTROL ALL YOUR VSTs

ALESIS VX49

VST is a trademark of Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH.